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Abstract
We use Hamilton-Jacobi theory to construct a gauge-invariant zero-
energy candidate ground state for canonically quantized Yang-Mills theory
with a “nonlinear normal” factor ordering, generalizing an analogous or-
dering introduced by Moncrief and Ryan for problems with finitely many
degrees of freedom. Invariance under spatial rotations and translations is
immediate; boost invariance remains under investigation. The motivation
is to find a model for constructing a candidate ground state in general
relativity, canonically quantized a la the Ashtekar variables. We seek to
avoid replicating some of the more troublesome features of the Kodama
state, inherited from the Chern-Simons state.
1 Introduction
This paper presents a factor ordering of the canonically quantized Yang-Mills
Hamiltonian operator, and a corresponding gauge-invariant candidate ground
state in what might be called the Schro¨dinger representation. As usual in a
canonically quantized gauge theory, the “position” variable is the vector po-
tential A of the gauge connection. The corresponding momentum E is given
by the (negative) Yang-Mills electric field variable. These variables satisfy the
Poisson bracket relations{
AIi (x) , A
J
j (y)
}
= 0 =
{
EiI (x) , E
j
J (y)
}
,
{
EjJ (y) , A
I
i (x)
}
= δ3 (x, y) δji δ
I
J
and can be promoted to quantum operators as
AˆIi (x) : ψ(A)→ AIi (x)ψ(A)
EˆiI(x) : ψ(A)→ −i δδAIi (x)ψ(A).
(1)
The commutators of these quantum operators mirror the classical Poisson brack-
ets, as required:[
AˆIi (x), Aˆ
J
j (y)
]
= 0 =
[
EˆiI(x), Eˆ
j
J (y)
]
,
[
EˆjJ (y), Aˆ
I
i (x)
]
= −iδ3 (x, y) δji δIJ .
1
where we have set Planck’s constant ~ equal to 1.
The motivation for choosing a canonical quantization lies in the hope of
addressing physical questions relating to ground states, and ultimately measures
on the space of field configurations, for quantized gauge theories. In a canonical
approach, gauge invariance is implemented at the quantum level by means of
Dirac constraints. The ground state presented here is in fact automatically
gauge-invariant (as well as spatially rotation and translation invariant) from its
construction. Ideally, full Poincare invariance of the ground state is hoped to
result by promoting all Poincare generators to quantum conserved quantities and
verifying that they annihilate the ground state as well as exibiting appropriate
commutators. Formulated in terms of the Ashtekar variables, general relativity
is also a gauge theory, and under a canonical quantization, full diffeomorphism
invariance is similarly imposed as a quantum constraint operator (see e.g. [15]).
Yang-Mills theory is a valuable testing ground for ideas to be applied to
canonical quantum general relativity. For instance the Kodama state, at present
the only known candidate ground state for gravity in the Ashtekar variables
(see [15]), arose as a generalization of the Chern-Simons state in Yang-Mills
theory. While exhibiting many positive features, the Kodama state as usually
constructed seems to inherit unphysical properties of the Chern-Simons state.
Alternative candidate ground states for canonical quantum general relativity
may aid the ongoing search for a physical inner product. Since the Kodama
state is a generalization from the Chern-Simons ground state in Yang-Mills the-
ory, a reasonable effort towards the construction of a normalizable ground state
for quantum general relativity would be to search for a well-behaved ground
state in Yang-Mills theory.
Such being the aim of the current project, we do not attempt to conform to
the usual ideals of quantized Yang-Mills theory per se, as envisioned for instance
in the formulation of the Clay Prize Millenium Problem [6]. That is, we do not
seek a quantization likely to yield a mass gap, since in quantum gravity a mass
gap is not expected.
In the Schrodinger representation (1), a ground state Ω (A) for the Hamilto-
nian operator is the first step toward finding a state space of the form L2 (A, dµ) ,
for some measure dµ on the space of connections A. Heuristically speaking,
the first candidate for the measure dµ would be something like
“ [Ω (A)]2 dA, ” (2)
where “dA” is a naive “Lebesgue” measure on A. Of course, the usual way (e.g.
[2]) to make sense of such expressions will encounter resistance on two fronts:
first, Ω (A) will be non-Gaussian for a nonabelian gauge theory, and secondly
the space A should in fact be composed of equivalence classes of connections
modulo gauge transformations A/G, and hence is not a linear space. Similar
difficulties are at least partly addressed within the literature on Yang-Mills
path integrals ([8], [1]); however, arriving at a full rigorous understanding of a
measure such as (2) is obviously highly nontrivial. In the meantime, however,
it would be nice at least to know a well-behaved candidate ground state for
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Yang-Mills theory. By well-behaved, we mean that the ground state should
decay rapidly for connections which are “large” in some suitable sense – e.g. of
large L2 norm – so as to be a normalizable ground state with respect to some
measure on A. This is what the Chern-Simons state
ΨCS (A) = exp
[∫
Σ
tr
(
A ∧ dA− 2
3
A ∧ A ∧ A
)
d3x
]
fails to do, since the Chern-Simons form in the exponent changes sign under
parity (for a good discussion of the Chern-Simons state’s problems, see [19]).
For the abelian case of free Maxwell theory, a well-behaved zero-energy ground
state has already been written by Wheeler [18] in closed form as
Ω(A) = N exp
− 1
4π2
∫
R3
∫
R3
(∇×A(x)) · (∇×A(y))
|x− y|2 d
3xd3y
 , (3)
and in fact for linearized general relativity, Kuchar [7] derived the strongly
analogous ground state wave functional
Ψ (h) = N exp
− 1
8π2
∫
R3
∫
R3
(
hTTik,l(x)
)
·
(
hTTik,l(y)
)
|x− y|2 d
3xd3y

in terms of the linearized metric tensor
hik = gik − ηik
in transverse traceless gauge (denoted hTTik ).
The explicit construction of such ground states, however, relies on integral
kernel methods available only for linear theories. To deal with the nonlinearities
displayed by full nonabelian Yang-Mills theory or general relativity, we need a
new and more indirect means of finding well-behaved ground states, reducing
in free cases to these known examples.
Thus motivated, we generalize a method developed by Moncrief and Ryan
([10], [11], [13]) in nonlinear quantummechanical settings, using classical Hamilton-
Jacobi theory to derive an expression for an exact quantum state which is a zero-
energy ground state with respect to a particular ordering of the Hamiltonian
operator. Encouragement for the prospect of extending to general relativity
comes from the fact that in [11], Moncrief and Ryan present an explicit solution
for such a ground state in the vacuum Bianchi IX cosmology.
As explained in Sect. 3, the ground state we seek is essentially the exponential
of Hamilton’s principal function for the corresponding Euclidean problem, so in
order to find the principal function (or rather functional), we must solve the
Dirichlet problem for Yang-Mills theory. For a compact base manifold, this has
been collectively achieved by Uhlenbeck [16], Sedlacek [14], and Marini [9], using
the direct method in the calculus of variations. We follow a similar technique
but generalize to the case of a noncompact manifold, since we are interested in
3
Yang-Mills theory on Minkowski space. Some preliminaries necessary to solving
the Dirichlet problem on a Riemannian manifold are presented in Sect. 2, and
the solution to the Riemannian Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem is presented in
Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude gauge invariance of the ground state
and discuss partial results and ongoing work to test Poincare invariance.
2 Preliminaries
To solve the Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem for a compact manifold M , Marini
[9] introduces a terminology for coverings of M by geodesic balls and half-balls;
these are described respectively as neighborhoods of type 1 and type 2. Let M
be a smooth n-dimensional manifold M equipped with a Riemannian metric g,
and let ∂M be its boundary. Then neighborhoods of type 1, in the manifold’s
interior, are denoted
U (1) ≡ {x = (x0, ..., xn−1) : |x| < 1}
while neighborhoods of type 2, centered around points in ∂M , are of the form
U (2) ≡ {x = (x0, ..., xn−1) : |x| < 1, x0 ≥ 0} ,
where the coordinate x0 parametrizes unit-speed geodesics orthogonal to ∂M ={
x0 = 0
}
. The boundary of a type 2 neighborhood divides into
∂1U =
{
x ∈ ∂U (2) : x0 = 0
}
,
∂2U =
{
x ∈ ∂U (2) : |x| = 1
}
.
In our problem, the manifold of interest is R+×R3 =
{(
x0, x1, x2, x3
)
: x0 ≥ 0}
with the Euclidean metric; however we solve the Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem
for a general smooth 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold with boundary, gen-
eralizing Marini’s procedure to the non-compact case (Sect. 4). Certain results
used are also valid in general dimension n; such distinctions are clearly noted
in the statements. We return to consider the importance of dimension more
thoroughly in Sect. 4.
The main ingredient in a Yang-Mills theory is the structure group; this is a
compact Lie group G ⊂ SO (l) with Lie algebra g. For P a principal G-bundle
over M , the Yang-Mills field is a connection A ∈ Λ1P ⊗ g. Given a local
section σα : Uα → P for some neighborhood Uα ⊂ M , the connection 1-form
A pulls back to a g-valued 1-form Aα = σ
∗
αA on Uα; the transformation of A
on overlapping neighborhoods Uα and Uβ is given by the transition function
ταβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → G defined by σβ (x) = σα (x) ταβ(x):
Aα(x) = ταβ(x)
−1dταβ(x) + ταβ(x)−1Aβ (x) ταβ(x), x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ.
The important quantity for Yang-Mills theory is the curvature F ∈ Λ2P ⊗ g of
the connection A, given by F = dPA+
1
2 [A,A] where the bracket [·, ·] denotes
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the graded commutator on forms, so that [A,A] = 2 (A ∧ A) . In terms of a
local section σα : Uα → P , F pulls back to a g-valued 2-form Fα = σ∗αF on Uα,
given by Fα = dMAα +
1
2 [Aα, Aα], transforming as
Fα(x) = ταβ(x)
−1Fβ (x) ταβ (x) , x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ
for ταβ as given above. In local coordinates, F reduces to
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν ] .
(here [·, ·] is the ordinary commutator in g).
In order to describe the Yang-Mills action, we use the local expressions of F
as a g-valued 2-form on neighborhoods of M ; however all definitions are gauge-
invariant and therefore do not depend on the particular section used to pull
back F .
The Yang-Mills action can be conveniently couched in terms of the inner
product for g-valued k-forms on the manifold M :
〈η, θ〉2 =
∫
M
tr (η ∧ ∗θ) , (4)
where ∗ denotes the Hodge dual with respect to the metric g on M . We
occasionally also write 〈η, θ〉 for the pointwise inner product 〈η, θ〉 = tr (η ∧ ∗θ).
The inner product (4) in turn allows us to define Lp and Sobolev spaces of
forms, using the norm
‖η‖p =
(∫
M
|η|p
) 1
p
=
(∫
M
〈η, η〉p/2
) 1
p
=
(∫
M
[tr (η ∧ ∗η)]p/2
) 1
p
.
In terms of local coordinates {xµ} on M and a basis {eI} for the Lie algebra g,
membership of η in the Sobolev space of forms is equivalent to each component
ηIµ1...µk being Sobolev in the ordinary sense of functions. Using this notation,
the Yang-Mills action can be given as
I(A) =
1
2
‖F‖22 =
1
2
∫
M
tr (F ∧ ∗F ) = 1
4
∫
M
trFµνF
µν√gdx1 · · · dxn,
where integration is done using the local form of F on a neighborhood (gauge
invariance of the form tr (F ∧ ∗F ) negates any ambiguity due to choice of local
trivialization).
The above manner of formulating the Yang-Mills action functional also offers
an easy proof of lower semicontinuity, necessary in using the direct method to
find a minimizer:
Theorem 2.1. The Yang-Mills functional on a manifold M of dimension 4 is
lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak topology on W 1,2loc (M) .
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Proof. It is good enough to prove that on any open bounded set U ⊂ M , if
Ai ⇀ A in W
1,2 (U), then I (A) ≤ lim infi→∞ I (Ai). Locally we can write
Fi = dAi +
1
2
[Ai, Ai] .
Using the same reasoning as Sedlacek’s in Lemma 3.6 of [14], weak convergence
of {Ai} to A inW 1,2 (U) implies weak convergence of dAi to dA in L2 (U) . The
continuity of the imbeddingW 1,2 →֒ L4 and of the multiplication L4×L4 → L2
along with boundedness of
{
||Ai||2,1
}
implies that {||[Ai, Ai]||2} is bounded.
This together with a.e. pointwise convergence yield [Ai, Ai] ⇀ [A,A], so that
Fi ⇀ F in L
2 (U ;P ). Finally, lower semicontinuity of the ||·||2 norm concludes
lower semicontinuity of the Yang-Mills functional.
The Yang-Mills field equations are
dD ∗ F = 0
where dD = d + [A, ·]; solutions to this system correspond exactly to critical
points of the Yang-Mills action I(A). To see this, vary I(A) by varying A as
A+ λh, where h vanishes at t = 0 and is supported on some compact subset N
(dependent on h) of M :
δh (I) (A) =
∫
N
〈dDh, F 〉 =
∫
N
tr (dDh ∧ ∗F )
=
∫
∂N
tr (h ∧ ∗F )−
∫
N
tr (h ∧ dD ∗ F ) .
It is evident that δh (I) (A) vanishes for all variations h precisely when dD ∗ F
is identically 0.
As described in Sect. 1, this paper will deal with the canonical quantiza-
tion ansatz; therefore we must derive the canonical variables. To make the
transformation from a Lagrangian to a Hamiltonian formulation, we specialize
to the case of interest M = R+ × R3. Since M is contractible, every bundle
over M is trivial and therefore admits a global section. We can then drop
the distinction between A and its local coordinate representation. Because the
Lagrangian is independent of A0, the Legendre transformation breaks down for
an arbitrary gauge (see e.g. [5]), and we must choose to work in the Weyl gauge
A0 = 0. Thus our canonical position variable is A
I
i , where i runs over the three
spatial parameters and I over the basis of the Lie algebra g, and the canonical
momentum is EiI = A˙
I
i (this is the negative of the “electric field” variable).
With respect to these variables we obtain the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
∫
R3
tr
(
E2 +B2
)
, (5)
where Bi = 12ε
ijkFjk. Hamilton’s equations follow by writing the integral
J =
∫∞
0
H dt as
∫∞
0
∫
R3
H d3x dt = −I + ∫∞
0
∫
R3
EA˙ d3x dt. Varying both
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expressions with respect to a one-parameter family Aλ (where the variation has
compact support in R+ × R3 and vanishes for t = 0), we arrive at the equality
dJ
dλ
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
R3
δH
δA
δA+
δH
δE
δE
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
R3
[
EδA˙+ A˙δE
]
− dI
dλ
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
R3
[
−E˙δA+ A˙δE
]
− dI
dλ
,
using integration by parts. In order for equality to hold between the first and
last lines for all variations, Hamilton’s equations
E˙ = −δH
δA
A˙ =
δH
δE
must be equivalent to the vanishing of the variation δIδA . Notice that in tak-
ing the Weyl gauge A0 = 0, we have lost the field equations describing gauge
transformations, and therefore in the quantized theory, the Gauss law constraint
DiE
i = 0
must be dealt with separately, either by promoting to a quantum operator and
verifying that it annihilates the ground state, or by other means. For the ground
state we construct here, gauge invariance in fact turns out the be directly veri-
fiable (see Sect. 6).
3 Nonlinear normal ordering
For nonlinear quantum mechanical situations, Moncrief [10] and Ryan [13]
present a “normal” ordering scheme for the Hamiltonian operator, yielding a
well-behaved associated ground state. Consider a nonlinear quantum mechan-
ical Hamiltonian of the form
H =
1
2
|p|2 + V (x).
In a linear system, the function V (x) would be a quadratic form 〈x,Mx〉,
M a positive self-adjoint operator. The normal ordering would proceed by
factoring M as T 2, in terms of its unique positive self-adjoint square root
T , and defining creation and annihilation operators a∗ = 1√
2
(T xˆ− ipˆ) and
a = 1√
2
(T xˆ+ ipˆ). Under usual assignment of canonical quantum operators
xˆi : ψ(x)→ xiψ(x), pˆi : ψ(x)→ −i ∂∂xiψ(x), this immediately yields the ground
state ψ(x) = N exp
(
− 〈x ,Tx〉2
)
with energy tr T2 , for H expressed as a quantum
operator Hˆ = a∗a+ tr T2 I.
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The idea of the nonlinear normal ordering is to factorize the function V (x) ≥
0 by solving the imaginary-time zero-energy Hamilton-Jacobi equation
1
2
∑
i
(
∂S
∂xi
)2
− V (x) = 0. (6)
We can then order the quantum Hamiltonian operator as
Hˆ =
1
2
∑
i
(
∂̂S
∂xi
− ipˆi
)(
∂̂S
∂xi
+ ipˆi
)
, (7)
admitting the zero-energy ground state
N exp (−S(x)) .
This factorization can be illustrated with the anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
p2 +
1
2
x2 +
1
4
λx4 , (8)
in which case the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 12
(
dS
dx
)2
= 12x
2 + 14λx
4 is easily in-
tegrated to yield the solution S(x) = 23λ
(
1 + λ2x
2
)3/2− 23λ . While the resulting
ground state is not the usual anharmonic oscillator ground state obtained from
the factor ordering Hˆ = 12m pˆ
2 + mω
2
2 qˆ
2 + 14λqˆ
4, it is the correct zero-energy
ground state for nonlinear normal ordering (7). Finding a ground state with
zero energy is not a priority for an ordinary quantum mechanical system like
the anharmonic oscillator, but in the realm of relativistic field theories, a quan-
tum ground state must have zero energy to be invariant under infinitesimal
time-translations. Hence full Poincare invariance in a canonically quantized
relativistic field theory requires a zero energy ground state, suggesting that the
nonlinear normal ordering approach may yield well-behaved candidate ground
states for a canonically quantized nonlinear field theory.
Following this line of reasoning for Yang-Mills theory, we set up the imaginary-
time zero-energy Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the Yang-Mills Hamiltonian (5):∫
R3
tr
(
δS
δA
)2
=
∫
R3
trB2, (9)
whose solution S (A) will yield the nonlinear normal ordering
Hˆ =
1
2
∫
R3
tr
(
δ̂S
δA
− iEˆ
)(
δ̂S
δA
+ iEˆ
)
and associated zero-energy ground state
N exp (−S(A)) .
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However, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (9) is not as easily solved as in the an-
harmonic oscillator problem. Fortunately, the classical Hamilton-Jacobi theory
provides us with a means of constructing the solution, essentially as Hamilton’s
principal function for the imaginary-time problem. With the transformation to
imaginary time t→ it, the chain rule yields A→ A, A˙→ −iA˙, and E → −iE,
so that the imaginary-time Lagrangian and Hamiltonian are
L˜ =
1
2
∫
R3
(
−A˙2 −B2
)
d3x
H˜ =
1
2
∫
R3
(−E2 +B2) d3x.
The full Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
∂S
∂t
+ H˜
(
A,
δS
δA
, t
)
= 0; (10)
a time-independent solution S(A) to this equation will be the solution we seek
for (9). In fact, the solution we construct will be time-independent, but for
the moment we assume that an explicit time dependence is possible, using the
definition of functional derivatives to write
dS
dt
=
∂S
∂t
+
∫
R3
δS
δAt
∂At
∂t
d3x.
Subsituting from (10) we obtain
dS
dt
= −H˜
(
At,
δS
δAt
)
+
∫
R3
δS
δAt
∂At
∂t
d3x
=
∫
R3
δS
δAt
∂At
∂t
− H˜
(
At,
δS
δAt
)
d3x.
For At the solution to
∂At
∂t
=
δH˜
δE
∣∣∣∣∣
E= δSδAt
(11)
with initial data At=0 = A, we get∫
R3
δS
δAt
∂At
∂t
− H˜
(
At,
δS
δAt
)
d3x =
∫
R3
EA˙t − H˜ (At, E) d3x
= L (At, DAt)
⇒ S (At0)− S (A) =
∫ t0
0
L˜
(
At, A˙t
)
dt
Taking S (A) = − ∫∞
0
L˜
(
At, A˙t
)
dt clearly satisfies this relation, since we
will then have S (At0) = −
∫∞
t0
L˜
(
At, A˙t
)
dt. The exponential exp (−S(A))
will peak about the field configuration A = 0. To prove that the functional
S(A) exists, we need only prove the existence of a solution At of the Euclidean
Yang-Mills equations, with initial data A.
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4 Solving the Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem
For a compact manifold M with boundary ∂M , the method of Uhlenbeck [16],
Sedlacek [14], and Marini [9] begins with a localizing theorem, proving that
given a sequence of connections with a uniform global bound on the Yang-Mills
action, there exists a cover for M (possibly missing a finite collection of points)
such that on neighborhoods of the cover, the Yang-Mills action for connections
in the sequence eventually becomes lower than an arbitrary pre-set bound ε.
This result depends on compactness as proved in [14] (see Proposition 3.3, or
in [9] Theorem 3.1). We reprove the result here in a manner independent
of compactness (Theorem 4.2), so that the overall argument now applies to
noncompact manifolds with boundary as well.
Note that another possible solution to the problem would be to transform
M = R+ × R3 into a compact manifold with boundary, using inversion in the
sphere (this suggestion is due to T. Damour). In this approach, one considers
the unit sphere centered at the origin of R4, imbedding R+×R3 into R4 as the
set
{
x : x0 ≥ 2}. The inversion mapping is
yi =
xi
r2
,
where r2 =
(
x0
)2
+
(
x1
)2
+
(
x2
)2
+
(
x3
)2
. Under this transformation, the
hyperplane x0 = 2 maps to a sphere S1/4 of radius
1
4 , with its south pole (the
image of all points at infinity) at the origin. The half-space
{
x : x0 > 2
}
maps
to the interior of S1/4.
Since the mapping is conformal, the Yang-Mills action remains invariant, and
the problem of interest on R+ × R3 has been effectively mapped to a compact
problem, to which the arguments of [16], [14], and [9] should apply directly. We
do not pursue this approach here, since the crucial result using compactness can
be shown to generalize (Theorem 4.2); however we note its potential usefulness
to future work, such as the investigation of uniqueness of solution to the Yang-
Mills Dirichlet problem (see Sect. 5). An issue pertinent to the conformal
mapping approach is the behavior of initial data at the south pole of S1/4, the
image of points at infinity.
Returning to our sketch of the Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem’s solution, local
control over the Yang-Mills action is used to prove existence and regularity of a
minimizer. From this point on, the proofs in [16], [14], and [9] are purely local
and hold unchanged in the noncompact case; proofs are thus not repeated here.
Locally, the argument for existence of a Yang-Mills minimizer consists in finding
a Sobolev-bounded minimizing sequence satisfying the boundary conditions;
this sequence then has a weakly convergent subsequence, which proves to be
a solution to the original Dirichlet problem. Local solutions are related by
transition functions on overlapping neighborhoods.
Gauge freedom turns out to be a help as well as a hindrance. Of course
it forces the necessity of working locally and proving compatibility on overlaps,
but at the same time gauge freedom offers an elegant solution to the regularity
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problem. A judicious choice of gauge – the “Hodge gauge” – complements
the Yang-Mills equation in such a way as to yield an elliptic system. In the
Yang-Mills equation
d ∗ dA+ [A, dA] + [A, [A,A]] ,
the highest order term is related to the first term of the Laplace-de Rham
operator ∆ = δd + dδ, where δ is the codifferential δ = (−1)n(k+1)+1 ∗ d∗ (k
being the degree of the differential form operated upon). Choosing the Hodge
gauge, in which d ∗ A = 0, ensures that every solution of our system in this
gauge is also a solution of the elliptic system ∆A+ ∗ ([A, dA] + [A, [A,A]]) = 0,
and therefore enjoys the regularity properties of such solutions. (Additional
work is needed to establish boundary regularity; Marini accomplishes this in [9]
using the technique of local doubling.)
In the physical problem, we are interested in Yang-Mills theory over a 4-
dimensional manifold with boundary. However many theorems which follow are
also valid over any smooth n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with boundary,
and we retain this level of generality in stating and proving results. The caveat
lies in stringing together the individual theorems into a complete argument
for existence and regularity of a solution to the Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem;
to accomplish this, the dimension must be 4 (see the remarks in [9] following
Theorem 3.1). The “good cover” theorem (Theorem 4.2 here, or Theorem 3.1
in [9]) guarantees a cover of M\ {x1, ..., xk} on whose neighborhoods the local
Yang-Mills action for the connections in the sequence is eventually bounded by
an arbitrary pre-set bound ε. However, the condition for existence of a Hodge
gauge solution to the Yang-Mills Dirichlet problem is a bound on the local Ln/2
norm of the Yang-Mills field strength F , which except in dimension 4 is not the
same as a local bound on the Yang-Mills action.
Without further ado, we give the precise statements of all theorems needed
for the existence and regularity of a Yang-Mills minimizer on a 4-dimensional
manifold with boundary. On a neighborhood U of type 1 or 2, the condition for
local existence of a gauge satisfying d ∗ A = 0 is an Ln/2 bound on Yang-Mills
field strength. Consider the sets
A
1,p
K (U) =
{
D = d+A : A ∈W 1,p(U), ‖FA‖Ln/2(U) < K
}
B
1,p
K (U) =
{
D = d+A :
A ∈ W 1,p(U)
Aτ ∈W 1,p(∂1U) ,
‖FA‖n/2 < K
‖FAτ ‖Ln/2(∂1U) < K
}
describing connections with field strength locally Ln/2-bounded on a neighbor-
hood U of type 1 and type 2, respectively. (All norms are defined on U , unless
otherwise specified.) As proven in [16] (Thm 2.1) for interior neighborhoods
and in [9] (Thms 3.2 and 3.3) for boundary neighborhoods, a good choice of
gauge exists for connections belonging to A1,pK (U) or B
1,p
K (U). More precisely,
Theorem 4.1. For n2 ≤ p < n, there exists K ≡ K(n) > 0 and c ≡ c(n) such
that every connection D = d+A ∈ A1,pK (U) (B1,pK (U)) is gauge equivalent to a
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connection d+ Aˆ, Aˆ ∈W 1,p(U), satisfying
(a) d ∗ Aˆ = 0 (a′)
(
d ∗ Aˆ = 0
dτ ∗ Aˆτ = 0 on ∂1U
)
(b) Aˆν = 0 on ∂U (b
′) Aˆν = 0 on ∂2U
(c = c′)
∥∥∥Aˆ∥∥∥
1,n/2
< c(n)
∥∥FAˆ∥∥n/2
(d = d′)
∥∥∥Aˆ∥∥∥
1,p
< c(n)
∥∥FAˆ∥∥p
(Unprimed conditions (a)-(d) refer to A1,pK (U); primed conditions (a
′)-(d′) to
B
1,p
K (U)). Moreover, the gauge transformation s satisfying Aˆ = s
−1ds+ s−1As
can be taken in W 2,n/2(U) (s will in fact always be one degree smoother than
A; see Lemma 1.2 in [16]).
Proof. See [16], [9].
As noted in [9], the condition ‖FA‖n/2 < K is conformally invariant, while
the norm ‖FAτ ‖Ln/2(∂1U) picks up a factor of r under the dilation x′ = rx, so
that the simultaneous conditions ‖FA‖n/2 < K, ‖FAτ ‖Ln/2(∂1U) < K on a neigh-
borhood U of type 2 can always be achieved by applying an appropriate dilation
(the Dirichlet boundary data is prescribed to be smooth, so ‖FAτ ‖Ln/2(∂1U) al-
ready satisfies some bound).
To find a regular minimizer of the Yang-Mills action on a 4-dimensional
manifold M , we must find a cover {Uα} of M and a minimizing sequence {Ai}
whose members satisfy
SYM (Ai|Uα) =
∫
Uα
|FAi |2 dx < K ∀ α, i,
where K ≡ K(4) is as given in Theorem 4.1. For a compact manifold this
is proved in [14] using a counting argument. Here we use dilations of the
neighborhoods in a cover to construct a proof valid for any smooth Riemannian
manifold.
Theorem 4.2. Let {A(i)} be a sequence of connections in G-bundles Pi over
M , with uniformly bounded action
∫
M |F (i)|2 dx < B ∀ i. For any ε > 0, there
exists a countable collection {Uα} of neighborhoods of type 1 and 2, a collection
of indices Iα, a subsequence {A(i)}I′ ⊂ {A(i)}I, and at most a finite number
of points {x1, ..., xk} ∈M such that⋃
Uα ⊃ M\ {x1, ..., xk}∫
Uα
|F (i)|2 dx < ε ∀i ∈ I ′, i > Iα.
Proof. For each n ∈ N, consider the cover {Bn(x) : x ∈M} of M given by
geodesic balls of radius 1n centered at each point x ∈ M (for x ∈ ∂M , the
geodesic “ball” Bn(x) will actually be a half-ball, a fact which makes no differ-
ence in the proof). By separability, each such cover has a countable subcover
Cn = {Bn(xn,m) : m ∈ N}.
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On any ball Bn(xn,m), we have the uniform bound
∫
Bn(xn,m)
|F (i)|2 dx < B
∀ i. Therefore for the ball Bn(xn,1) in a given cover Cn, there exists a subse-
quence of {A(i)} for which the corresponding subsequence of
{∫
Bn(xn,1)
|F (i)|2 dx
}
converges. Of this subsequence, there exists a further subsequence such that the
corresponding subsequence of
{∫
Bn(xn,2)
|F (i)|2 dx
}
converges, and so on, for ev-
erym. Diagonalizing1 over these nested subsequences, we obtain a subsequence
of {A(i)} such that the corresponding subsequence of
{∫
Bn(xn,m)
|F (i)|2 dx
}
converges for every m ∈ N.
Performing a similar diagonalization over all covers Cn, there exists a subse-
quence {A(i)}I′ ⊂ {A(i)}I such that for every ball in every cover, the sequence{∫
Bn(xn,m)
|F (i)|2 dx
}
I′
converges. For each Cn, consider the collection of
balls {Bn(yn,m)}, {yn,m} ⊂ {xn,m}, for which
{∫
Bn(yn,m)
|F (i)|2 dx
}
I′
con-
verges to a value greater than or equal to ε. Note that for any i ∈ I, there
is an upper bound on the number Ni,n of disjoint balls of radius
1
n for which∫
Bn(yn,m)
|F (i)|2 dx ≥ ε :
B ≥ Ni,nε.
Thus the upper bound Bε limits the number of disjoint balls in the set {Bn(yn,m)} .
Choose a maximal disjoint set
{
Bn(yn,mj)
}J
j=1
of balls in {Bn(yn,m)}, and
consider the set
{
B∗n(yn,mj)
}J
j=1
of balls centered at the points yn,mj but having
radius 3n . Then we have
⋃
{yn,m}Bn(yn,m) ⊂
⋃J
j=1 B
∗
n(yn,mj ). This shows
that if we discard the balls {Bn(yn,m)} from the cover Cn, we will only have
discarded a set which was contained in J ≤ Bε balls of radius 3n . We can
then safely discard the balls {Bn(yn,m)} from each cover Cn, and form the
union C =
⋃
n∈N Cn\ {Bn(yn,m)} to obtain a cover C of M\ {x1, ..., xk}, where
k ≤ Bε , and each ball Bn (xn,m) ∈ C satisfies
∫
Bn(xn,m)
|F (i)|2dx < ε .
Since a minimizing sequence {A(i)}i∈I by definition admits a uniform bound
on the action, we can use Theorem 4.2 to select a subsequence {A(i)}i∈I′ of the
minimizing sequence and a cover {Uα} satisfying
∫
Uα
|F (i)|2 dx < K(4) ∀
i ∈ I ′, i > Iα. On any neighborhood Uα in the cover, Theorem 4.1 implies
that each member Aα(i) of the subsequence is gauge-equivalent to a connection
Aˆα(i) in the Hodge gauge, satisfying a uniformW
1,2(U) bound on Aˆα(i). Weak
compactness of Sobolev spaces now yields a further subsequence of
{
Aˆα(i)
}
,
1Diagonalizing over a list of sequences {aj (i)} such as
a1 (1) a1 (2) a1 (3) . . .
a2 (1) a2 (2) a2 (3) . . .
a3 (1) a3 (2) a3 (3) . . .
..
.
..
.
..
.
. . .
se-
lects out the new sequence {ai (i)}. In the case important for this proof, each row represents
a subsequence of the previous row, so that for any j, the diagonalized sequence {ak (k)}is a
subsequence of {aj (i)} for k ≥ j.
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weakly convergent inW 1,2 to some Aˆα. It only remains to show that Aˆα retains
the desired regularity properties and boundary data, and that the set
{
Aˆα
}
can
be patched to a global connection on M. These objectives are accomplished
by Theorem 3.4 in [9] (generalizing Theorem 3.6 in [16] and Theorem 3.1 in
[14]). Their results are paraphrased below; the proof is by weak compactness
of Sobolev spaces:
Theorem 4.3. Let {A(i)}i∈I be a sequence of G-connections with uniformly
bounded action as described in Theorem 4.2, and with prescribed smooth tan-
gential boundary components (A (i))τ = aτ on ∂M . Let ε = K(4), where K(4)
is the constant from Theorem 4.1. Then, for the subsequence {A (i)}i∈I′ found
in Theorem 4.2 and cover {Uα}, there exists a further subsequence {A (i)}i∈I′′ ,
sections σα (i) : Uα → Pi (i ∈ I ′′) and connections Aa on Uα such that
(e) σ∗α (i) (Ai) ≡ Aα (i)⇀ Aα in W 1,2 (Uα)
(f) F (Aα (i)) ≡ Fα (i)⇀ Fα in L2 (Uα)
(g) sαβ (i)⇀ sαβ in W
2,2 (Uα ∩ Uβ)
(h) (Aα)τ |∂1Uα ∼ aτ |∂1Uα by a smooth gauge transformation
(i)
(
d ∗Aα = 0 on Uα
dτ ∗ (Aα)τ = 0 on ∂1U
)
(j) Aα ≡ s−1αβAβsαβ + s−1αβdsαβ
Here sαβ(i) is the transition function Aβ (i)→ Aα (i); i.e,
Aα (i) ≡ s−1αβ (i)Aβ (i) sαβ (i) + s−1αβ (i) dsαβ (i) .
Proof. See [14], [9]. Note that the result follows by weak compactness of Sobolev
spaces, after applying diagonalization (as in the proof of Theorem 4.2) over the
countable cover {Uα}.
Lower semicontinuity of the Yang-Mills functional now implies that the value
of the action on the limiting connection A of the sequence described in Theorem
4.3 is in fact m (aτ ) ≡ minA I (A) where A is the set of connections on G-bundles
on M such that Aτ |∂M . In Theorem 3.5 in [9] and 4.1 in [14], it is proved by
contradiction that A in fact satisfies the Yang-Mills equations. These proofs
are completely local, and hold unchanged in our case.
The proofs of regularity of the connection in Hodge gauge are also local and
hold unchanged. Regularity except for at the points {x1, ..., xk} from Theorem
4.2 is a consequence of the ellipticity of the Yang-Mills equations in Hodge
gauge. At the points {x1, ..., xk}, the limiting connection may not be defined,
so removable singularity theorems are needed to extend A to these points. The
case of interior points is covered by Theorem 4.1 in [17], and that of boundary
points by Theorem 4.6 in [9], so that the connection A extends to a smooth
connection (provided the Dirichlet boundary data is smooth). More precisely,
we have
Theorem 4.4. Let U (1) (U (2)) be a neighborhood of type 1 (2); let U
(i)
∗ =
U (i)\ {0}. Let A be a connection in a bundle P over U (i)∗ , ‖FA‖L2(U) < B <∞.
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Then
(Type 1) If A is Yang-Mills on P |U (1)∗ , there exists a C∞ connection A0
defined on U (1) such that A0 is gauge-equivalent to A on U
(1)
∗ .
(Type 2) If A is Yang-Mills and C∞ on P |U (2)∗ , there exists a C∞ connec-
tion A0 defined on U
(2) such that A0 is gauge-equivalent to A on
U
(2)
∗ , by a gauge transformation in C∞ (U∗).
Proof. See [17], [9].
5 The Euclidean Yang-Mills Hamilton-Jacobi func-
tional
Having shown the existence of an absolute minimizer At for the Euclidean Yang-
Mills action given prescribed smooth initial tangential components A = aτ , we
can now define the Hamilton-Jacobi functional2
S (A) =
∫
R+×R3
tr (FAt ∧ ∗FAt) dt,
where ∗ indicates the Hodge star operator in the Euclidean metric.
The values of this functional are well-defined even allowing for the possible
existence of more than one gauge-equivalence class of minimizers for the given
initial data; in principle we can simply choose a minimizer starting from the
field configuration A = aτ . However, while still an open question, there exist
partial results toward establishing uniqueness of a minimizer for given initial
data in the compact case. In [3], Isobe has shown that for flat boundary values,
the Dirichlet problem on a star-shaped bounded domain in Rn can only have
a flat solution. Non-uniqueness results are proven by Isobe and Marini [4] for
Yang-Mills connections in bundles over B4, but the solutions are topologically
distinct, belonging to differing Chern classes. On the domain M = R+×R3, it
seems likely that given initial data determines a minimizer unique up to gauge
transformation. Future work will aim to settle this question; one possible means
of approach is a conformal transformation to the compact case, as described in
Sect. 4.
In order to make the claim that S(A) solves the imaginary-time zero-energy
Yang-Mills Hamilton-Jacobi equation, we must also verify its functional differ-
entiability. This can be done using the same integration by parts argument
as in the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation. However, we must first
write the solution to the Euclidean Dirichlet problem in a global gauge which
is smooth and decays sufficiently rapidly at spatial and temporal infinity.
2Note that for S (A) to be finite, we are implicitly making the assumption that for all
initial data A of physical interest, there exists at least one trajectory As (As=0 = A) such
that −I˜ (As) <∞. This constraint defines the set of physical fields, since for any A on R3 for
which no such As can be found, allowing S (A) to take an infinite value implies that evaluated
on this A, the ground state Ω (A) is zero.
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First, Theorem 4.4 implies that the solution A to the Yang-Mills Dirichlet
problem extends to a smooth connection on a smooth bundle over all of M =
R+×R3. Since the only bundle over a contractible base manifold is the trivial
one (see e.g. [12]), A is also a connection on the trivial bundle P ∼= M × G.
Therefore we can write A in terms of a smooth global section σ : M → G.
Using this trivialization, D = d+A is smoothly defined over all of M .
The following lemma controls the growth of A and F, for a good choice of
gauge. Part (a) is a version of Uhlenbeck’s Corollary 4.2 [17] for our base
manifold M = R+ × R3; part (b) extends the same principle to bound the
growth of the connection 1-form A.
Lemma 5.1. Let D = d + A be a connection in a bundle P over an exterior
region V = {y ∈ R+ × R3 : |y| ≥ N} satisfying ∫V |F |2 <∞. Then
(a) |F | ≤ C |y|−4 for some constant C (not uniform);
(b) There exists a gauge in which D = d+ A˜ satisfies
∣∣∣A˜∣∣∣ ≤ K |y|−2.
Proof. (a) Following the reasoning in [17], we define the conformal mapping
f : U∗ → V
y = f (x) = N
x
|x|2 ,
where U∗ =
{
x ∈ R+ × R3 : 0 < |x| ≤ 1
}
. By conformal invariance of the Yang-
Mills action, we have∫
U∗
|f∗F |2 =
∫
U∗
|F (f∗D)|2 =
∫
V
|F |2 .
Applying part (b) of Theorem 4.4 to the pullback f∗D of D under f , there
exists a gauge transformation σ : U∗ → G in which f∗D extends smoothly to
U . Thus using the transformation law for 2-forms, we have the following
|F (y)| = |f∗F (x)| |df (x)|−2
≤ max
x∈U
|f∗F (x)| ·
(
N/ |x|2
)−2
= C′N2 |y|−4
(b) Define the gauge transformation s = σ ◦ f−1 : V → G. Denoting
As = s−1ds+ s−1As by A˜ and (f∗A)σ = σ−1dσ+σ−1 (f∗A)σ by f˜∗A, we have
f∗A˜ = f˜∗A. Thus again applying Theorem 11(b) and using the transformation
law for 1-forms, ∣∣∣A˜ (y)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣f∗A˜(x)∣∣∣ |df (x)|−1
≤ max
x∈U
∣∣∣f˜∗A(x)∣∣∣ · (N/ |x|2)−1
= C′′N |y|−2 .
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We are now ready to prove differentiability of our Hamilton-Jacobi func-
tional. Thanks are due to V. Moncrief for suggesting the form of this argument.
Theorem 5.2. The functional
S (A) = −I˜ (A) =
∫
R+×R3
tr (FAt ∧ ∗FAt) dt
is functionally differentiable, and δSδA = E = A˙t=0.
Proof. To find the functional derivative of S(A) = −I˜ (At) at a given connection
A0 on the slice x
0 = 0, consider the 1-parameter family A0 + λh, constructing
d
dλ
[S (A0 + λh)]
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= lim
λ→0
S (Aλ)− S(A0)
λ
= lim
λ→0
−I˜ (Aλ,t)−
(
−I˜(A0,t)
)
λ
= − lim
λ→0
1
λ
[
I˜ (Aλ,t)− I˜(A0,t)
]
where for each Aλ = A0 + λh, Aλ,t denotes the absolute minimizer of −I˜ given
initial data Aλ. For any given value λ0, the difference I˜ (Aλ0,t) − I˜(A0,t) can
be expressed in terms of a Taylor series, as follows. First, use the parameter λ
to interpolate between A0,t and Aλ0,t, describing a 1-parameter family Xλ,t,
Xλ,t ≡ λ
λ0
Aλ0,t +
(
1− λ
λ0
)
A0,t,
so that Xλ,0 = Aλ. The standard Taylor series expansion of I˜ (Xλ,t) as a
function of λ then gives
I˜ (Aλ0,t)− I˜(A0,t) = λ0
(
∂I˜
∂λ
)
λ=0
+O
(
λ20
)
. (12)
Let ht =
1
λ0
(Aλ0,t −A0,t), so that Xλ,t = A0,t + λht. Then
∂I˜
∂λ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
∂
∂λ
[∫
R+×R3
〈
FXλ,t , FXλ,t
〉]∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 2
∫
R+×R3
〈
dht + [A0,t, ht] , FA0,t
〉
= 2 lim
R→∞
(∫
∂1
〈h, FA0〉+
∫
∂2
〈
ht, FA0,t
〉− ∫
0≤|x|<R
〈
ht, D
∗FA0,t
〉)
where ∂1 =
{|x| < R, x0 = 0} , ∂2 = {|x| = R, x0 > 0}.
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The last term on the right-hand side vanishes due to the fact that FA0,t
is a solution to the Yang-Mills equations. Working with Aλ0,t and A0,t both
in the gauge guaranteed by Lemma 5.1 (for some fixed N which R eventually
surpasses), the middle term also approaches zero as R approaches infinity, since〈
ht, FA0,t
〉 ≤ |ht| ∣∣FA0,t ∣∣
≤ 1
λ0
(|Aλ0,t|+ |A0,t|)
∣∣FA0,t ∣∣
≤ 1
λ0
(Kλ0 +K0)C0 ·R−6.
Since the area element on ∂2 contributes only a factor of R
2, the middle term
is easily seen to vanish. Thus we are left with only the first term, so that
∂I˜
∂λ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
=
∫
R3
〈h, FA0〉 ,
and the definition of functional derivative implies that
δS
δA
= E = A˙t=0.
6 Gauge and Poincare invariance
In order for the candidate ground state wave functional
Ω(A) = N exp (−S (A))
to be physical, it must remain invariant under the action of gauge transforma-
tions g (x), x ∈ R3, on the connection A(x) :
S
(
g−1dg + g−1Ag
)
= S (A) ,
so that S is in fact a functional on the physical configuration space A/G of
connections modulo gauge transformations, rather than the kinematical config-
uration space A. Gauge invariance of S follows immediately from its form
S(A) = −
∫ ∞
0
L˜
(
At, A˙t
)
dt =
∫
R+×R3
tr (FAt ∧ ∗FAt)
where ∗ denotes the Hodge star operator in the Euclidean metric on R+ × R3.
The gauge transformation g (x), x ∈ R3, can simply be extended to R+ × R3
by taking g (t, x) = g (x) constant over R+, and the cyclic property of the trace
implies
S
(
g−1dg + g−1Ag
)
=
∫
R+×R3
tr (Fg·At ∧ ∗Fg·At)
=
∫
R+×R3
tr (FAt ∧ ∗FAt) = S (A) .
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Similarly, rotations and translations applied to R3 do not affect the value of
S (A), because we can extend them constantly through time over R+×R3, and
by a change of coordinates the value of the integral defining S (A) is unchanged.
The only remaining Poincare transformations are boosts, which cannot be ver-
ified directly in our canonical framework. The conserved quantity generating
an infinitesimal boost in the xi direction is
CB(i) =
∫
R3
(
x0δiµ + x
iδ0µ
)
T µ0d3x, (13)
where T µν = − 14pi tr
{
FµαF
να − 14ηµνFαβFαβ
}
is the stress-energy tensor of
Yang-Mills theory. This infinitesimal generator must be promoted to a quantum
operator which annihilates our candidate ground state. A test case in which
this can be done is the abelian case of U (1) gauge theory (free Maxwell theory),
using Wheeler’s zero-energy ground state (3) as in Sect. 1. This is alternatively
attainable as
Ω(A) = N exp
(
−
〈
A, (∗d)△−1/2 (∗d)A〉
2
2
)
by using the normal ordering as described in Sect. 3 to write the unique pos-
itive square root of the operator ∗d ∗ d in the form ( ∗ d)△−1/2 (∗d). Writing
the operator △−1/2 in terms of its integral kernel shows the equality of this
state with (3). Invariance under infinitesimal boosts follows by expressing
(13) as the sum of a translation generator x
0
4pi
∫
Σ ε
ijkEjBkd
3x plus the term
1
8pi
∫
Σ
xi
(
|E|2 + |B|2
)
d3x. Translation invariance being already established, it
only remains to verify that (3) is annihilated by the remaining term under our
ordering. Indeed, the functional S(A) in the exponent of (3) can be directly
shown to satisfy ∫
R3
xi
∣∣∣∣ δSδA
∣∣∣∣2 d3x = ∫
R3
xi |B|2 d3x,
allowing the extra term to be ordered in the same way as the Hamiltonian.
Using the abelian case as a model, we hope to extend invariance under boosts
to the nonabelian case in future work.
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